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About This Game
You are about to enter a fantasy quite unlike anything you've ever seen or felt before - a fantasy built from the stuff of your very
own mind. Tender Loving Care is not just a finely crafted suspense story; it's an exploration into your innermost perceptions,
opinions, and attitudes. The unfolding story is shaped and changed by your responses to it, so that no two people will experience
Tender Loving Care in exactly the same way.
Starring the acclaimed British actor, and 2-time Oscar nominee, John Hurt (Contact, Love and Death on Long Island, Elephant
Man) TLC is a feature-length film seamlessly combined with computer-game like navigation and interactivity.
The player is voyeur, detective, judge, and patient all in one. Between each variable scene, Dr. Turner enlists the viewer's help in
assessing the behaviour of each of the films characters - Turner's beautiful, deluded patient, her dangerous husband, and the
mysterious, seductive psychiatric nurse enlisted to provide what may, or may not be, TENDER LOVING CARE.
The viewer's answers to Dr. Turner questions the shape the course of the action and the final outcome of the story. The viewer,
too, becomes one of Dr. Turner's patients, taking a series of Thematic Apperception Tests (TATs), the results of which create a
progressively accumulating personal psychological profile, and a complete psychological analysis by the end of the movie.
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Title: Tender Loving Care
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Aftermath Media
Publisher:
Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1998
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10
Processor: Intel Dual Core Machine
Memory: 256 MB RAM
Graphics: Direct3D compatible 3D accelerator card
Storage: 750 MB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card
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Good time killer, but most of my friends left the game.
However its really fun with friends!
So try it out and see what happens.
. A pretty well done look into the back stories of popular MK characters I wouldn't reccomend it to anyone who is not interested
in the games. It is not ridiculously violent like the new MKX but there is some blood here and there. I think it would be even
better is it tied all of the stories together in an episode about the Mortal Kombat tournament maybe. I still haven't watched
Legacy 2 so maybe they do it there. It really quite entertaining and fairly well acted. The highlights for me were seeing Johnny
Cages terrible movies, and the first look at baby Mileenas fangs. The director even takes some creative freedoms by showing us
what would have happened if Raiden had teleported into an insane asylum on his way to the MK tournament. Why he didn't just
zap the guards and teleport away is beyond me but it was still cool to see. 7.5/10 if you are a fan of the games and 6/10 if you
aren't. Over all it left me exited for Legacy 2.. This game deserves much more attention. The gaming industry lacks a great
modern 3D platformer, alongside the release of the expensive and mediocre Yooka Laylee, gamers kinda overlooked a better
3D platformer known as Park Bound.The replay value is infinite. It supports co-op and steam workshop. There may be some
issues here and there, but overall Park Bound is really fun.. This game is cheap and easy to learn. It plays like Mario Kart. The
grinding for better cars isn't bad. I highly recommend if you're looking for a cart racing game.. Wow, I acturally lost in a casual
game, oh well I had my fun!
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The good
+Empire building requires balancing of different resources.
+The setting is taken advantage of in full by the gameplay, which is far more than I can say for many games.
+Mounts and flying machines give your heroes a way around the limitations the islands impose on the heroes.
+The indirect control method is useful for setting up a cue of islands to look for resources.

The bad
-Does not do enough to justify the "indirect control" method for the heroes. They don't have enough personal agency for it to
work right.
-Basic attack flags are surprisingly effective at attracting heroes. A retreating hero with ~5% health will be overcome with greed
for a pathetic ten gold if one is put next to them.
-The AI has some interesting habits, at least on medium. If you have a large number of islands that are owned, and somewhat
away from your main empire, the AI will feel compelled to try to raid these empty islands.
If you want an RTS that is more focused on empire building, and has some 4x elements, I would recommend it. The desperate
grab for resources for an always expanding, always needing more empire reminds me a bit of Distant Worlds. The indirect
control of heroes is something I don't like. They don't have enough personal agency for me to think it is justified.. Graphic 9/10
Controles 2/10
Story 4/10
Overall 4/10. The game has been abandoned - Devs are not gonna fix or change anything. I whish they at least left us some
modding tools to play with, but they didn't do that either.. Fun, but the kind of game you get when you a) have a lot of money or
b) it's on sale. Limited levels, annoying to change arrows and shoot.. but a good timewaster, and ok if you care enough.. may as
well rate it up. awesome game and awesome execution. the music is awesome and the voice lines are the best I've ever heard. If
you played the first Lovely Planet, you'll feel right at home. The dynamic is changed a lot though, this time you're using a
shotgun and it's all about choosing which enemies to shoot first. Many enemies activate powerups when shot, including
teleporation and time freezing, which leads to some really mind boggling action. Like the first game, you go from thinking
something is impossible to doing it just a few minutes later. Seems much easier than the first game to me. I beat it in 3 hours,
and there was a single level in the first game that took me 3 hours to figure out... A lot of people are complaining about the lack
of crazy jumping and aiming and movement from the first game. Doesn't bother me at all, it feels like a quite different sequel
with a whole new set of rules, which is what sequels should be in many cases. Soundtrack is once again on point.. Really fun
shmup. Love the campaign mode, has an upgrade system, you collect orbs and upgrade. There is a fair bit of gringing, but it
really adds to the overall value. There is a fair amount of depth for a shmup. I really love shmups, but the last few I have bought
really havent kept my attention. This ones a must have!
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